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CREATE A STUDIO MANIFESTO 

 

 
 

This is another one of my FAVOURITE things to create with Studio Directors! After doing 

this process with one of my clients, they created T-shirts featuring the design and SOLD 
OUT of Manifesto t-shirts within one month. All their students were desperate to have one! 

They even had big burley dads in the audience during the performance wearing their tshirts. 

Amazing! 
 
A Manifesto is a set of sayings that inspires your community by sharing what it is that makes 

your culture unique. It is beliefs, guidance and a manta to live life by.  
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Here are some more examples: 
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Here’s how you can create your own: 
 
Brainstorm phrases that resonate with you and your studio. List them all on a flip 
chart and keep on writing! Some ideas are: 
 

• Your philosophy on teaching and learning 
• Dreams you have for your students 
• Funny little ‘in jokes’ or catch phrases that are often heard around your studio. 
• Inspirational quotes and sayings 
• Your studio’s values and what you’re passionate about 
• Reminders of how to treat other members in the studio. Teach them what to 

care about. 
 
Find a designer on Fiverr ( www.fiverr.com ) and search for someone to create a 
poster for you. Studio Expansion’s Manifesto was created for $5 by 
http://www.fiverr.com/postertoaster - in case you’re interested! 
 
Send the designer the colours you would like featured, some example manifestos 
that you’d like something similar to and your list of phrases to be included. It’s best 

to order your phrases from MOST IMPORTANT to LEAST IMPORTANT as some words 

receive more emphasis than others, and you want to make sure that they are the 

right messages! 
 
Share your manifesto with your community - print bumper stickers, create 
manifesto branded t-shirts and merchandise, have posters around your studio 
featuring the manifesto. It’s a great way to share what your studio is passionate 
about in a really fun and visual way. 


